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Analysis and Summary of Historical Information on Native Fish
During the course of this project a large amount of historical information was collected on the native fish of
the Murray-Darling Basin. Most of this has been reviewed on a catchment by catchment basis in the previous
sections. The primary aim of the project was to collect historical information and identify the original
distribution and habitat preferences of Trout cod and, secondarily, the other large native fish species within
the southern half of the Basin. This section provides an analysis and summary of all the information collected.
The summary is presented on an individual species basis and for each the information is discussed under the
following headings:
1.

European Discovery: A description of the earliest European encounters with each species;

2.

Aboriginal Names: A collation of names reported for each species in the writings of early Europeans
attributed to aboriginal people. The list is certain to be very limited in scope as until comparatively
recently few publications documented aboriginal language;

3.

European Names: Briefly outlined is a history of the changes and synonyms of the scientific names used
for each species, followed by the common names in general use from the past up to the present. In an
earlier section a lengthy review was presented, covering the history of the taxonomic argument over
Trout cod that continued for nearly 150 years. While previously discussed, a brief summary of the key
changes in the scientific name of the Trout cod along with the basic reasons for these changes, has
been provided;

4.

Distribution and Habitat: All of the collected information on distribution and habitat associations is
evaluated to highlight general trends and provide an overall description for each species. To aid in the
analysis, the rarity scores assigned to each habitat zone, as defined previously in the summaries for
each catchment, were averaged on a state and basin wide basis (in the area investigated in this project).
Records originating from the Australian Capital Territory were included in determining the scores for
NSW. Where the author assigned an upper or lower value to a rarity score the value was increased or
decreased by 0.5 to improve the accuracy of the analysis; e.g., a L3 = 2.5 while a U3 = 3.5. As the focus
of the project was to resolve the debate over the original distribution and habitat associations of Trout
cod, there is a discussion on the differing views on the species former distribution and a consideration
of the strength of the historical data which leads to a conclusion on this issue. For the other species
there is a brief discussion, comparing the historical records reported in Lintermans (2007) to those
recorded in this project to reach an overall conclusion on the range and habitat associations of each
species;

5.

Translocations: Historical accounts of translocations, that took place prior to the commencement of the
stocking of hatchery produced fish in the 1970s, are summarised which may aid those undertaking
research into the genetics of fish populations and help explain the presence of species in some waters;

6.

Size: For each species information is provided on the maximum recorded size or weight which is known
to be of interest to anglers;

7.

In the case of Trout cod historical accounts relating to general aspects of its biology are presented. For
the other species miscellaneous accounts or information identified in the historical material which to
date have not been widely known are presented;

8.

Community Value: A brief summary of the historical value of each species to the community including
their popularity as angling and table fish and importance in commercial fisheries;

9.

Current Status: The current conservation status of each species is stated, along with a brief summary of
the major changes to distribution and abundance based on the historical evidence collected and recent
angler reports;

10.

A map using the information collected during this project presents the likely former historical
distribution and abundance in the southern Murray-Darling Basin of each species.
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Table 23.1
Abundance

Definitions of Rarity Scores used in the Project
Rarity Score

Criteria

Absent

0

No credible account reporting the species former presence

Rare

1

A few individual fish could be expected to be taken by a resident angler each
year

Common

3

Regularly taken by a resident angler in small numbers: a typical expected catch
would be less than 5 fish per day. The species may have been patchily
distributed preferring specific reaches or habitats

Abundant

5

Frequently taken by a resident angler in good numbers: a typical catch would
exceed 5 fish per day. Generally found along the length of the main channel
though may have exhibited some local variations in abundance.
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Murray cod, Maccullochella peelii

Adelaide Advertiser, 13 December 1935
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RECORD MURRAY COD
Head Shown By Mr. Hale
At Angler’s Meeting
“This is the head of probably the largest cod
ever taken in the South Australian waters of
the River Murray,” the Director of the
Adelaide Museum (Mr. H. M. Hale) told
members of the S.A. Fish Protection and
Anglers’ Association at the annual meeting
held at the Exchange Hotel, Adelaide. Mr.
Hale displayed the head of a Murray Cod
which made members gasp in astonishment.
He estimated that the fish must have measured
6 to 8 feet long.
The president of the association (Mr. E. G.
Saunders) suggested that the fish would
possibly have weighed 300lb., and might have
been over a hundred years old. Mr Hale said
that the head had been recently discovered at
the Adelaide Museum. He could not trace any
reference to it, and asked members of the
association whethey [sic] they had heard
anything about the catching of this record fish.
He thought the head had been in the Museum
for over twenty years.
Mr. E. A. Giles mentioned that he had heard of
a record cod being caught near Kingston-onthe-Murray, and would try to obtain
information concerning it.
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23.2.1

European Discovery
When Europeans first encountered Murray cod is uncertain, whilst there are the many very early references to
cod in the Bathurst area, they do not include sufficient detail to provide an accurate identification. Rene
Lesson’s drawing, description and holotype of a Trout cod is the exception (Lesson, 1825). Oxley (1820) in May
1817 captured a 70 lb. cod from the Lachlan River at Solway Flats, recording the coloration as being ‘speckled
over with brown, blue and yellow spots, like a leopard’s skin’. The description matches that of a Murray cod
and can be considered the first credible report of the species. It was not until January 24, 1832 that an
accurate, detailed description and illustration of Murray cod was recorded by Mitchell, based on specimens
captured from the Peel River (Mitchell, 1838).
Photograph 23.5 The First Murray Cod

Major Thomas Mitchell created this illustration of a cod obtained from the Peel River in January 1832
which he named Gristes peeli. It is the first indisputable historic record for Murray cod (Mitchell,
1838). Image reproduced with permission from the collection of the State Library of Victoria.

23.2.2

Aboriginal Names
Aboriginal names recorded for Murray cod include ‘Ponkoo’ near Blanchetown (Morunde) and Loxton in South
Australia (French, 1847; Argus, 19 September 1848), ‘Ponde’ in the Lake Alexandrina (Ngarrindieri) area
(Adelaide Observer, 25 November 1865; Zeitz, 1902), ‘Barnta’ in the Mildura area (Yari Yari) (Blandowski, 1858)
and probably ‘Mewuruk’ in the Gundagai/Tumut/Yass area of the Murrumbidgee (Ngunawal) (Bennett, 1834).
Ogilby (1893) recorded the name ‘Kookoobul’ being used by indigenous people on the Murrumbidgee
probably sourced from William Macleay who provided quite a number of indigenous names for fish in a royal
commission in 1880 (NSW Government, 1880). James Baylis compiled an extensive list of Wiradjuri words from
the Wagga Wagga area in a hand written manuscript and later published a number of books on local history.
He recorded the name for cod as being ‘Googoobul’ or ‘Kookoobul’ (Wesson, 2001). Hercus (1992) recorded
‘Pandyil’ as the term used by the Wemba Wemba people of central Victoria for Murray cod and
‘Kurrumerruck’ for one of great size, with the term ‘Parnthall’ reported in a newspaper originating from the
same area (Argus, 5 April 1910). In the Yorta Yorta language Murray cod were known as ‘Burnanga’ (Bowe &
Morey, 1999). Rowland (1989) reported Murray cod as being known as ‘ponde’ in the lower Murrumbidgee
and lower Murray regions.
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23.2.3

European Names
Mitchell (1838) provided the first scientific description for Murray cod, based on specimens he captured from
the Peel River on January 24, 1832, naming them Acerina Gristes Peelii mihi. He considered that they were
different from the description of the Bathurst specimen published by Cuvier and Valenciennes (1829).
Richardson (1847) concluded that only one species of cod existed, so peeli was considered to be a synonym.
Murray cod were generally referred to as Grystes macquariensis in the writings of naturalists until 1859 when
Gunther (1859), of the British Museum, separated the American and Australian members of Grystes.
Subsequently Murray cod was known as Oligorus macquariensis until 1929 when Whitley (1929), of the
Australian Museum, recognising that the genus Oligorus to have been previously allocated to a genus of
beetles, created the new genus Maccullochella for Murray cod (Whitley, 1929).
Murray cod was known as Maccullochella macquariensis until Berra and Weatherly (1972) separated Trout cod
as a distinct species, identified Mitchell’s description as being the earliest for Murray cod, and as a
consequence allocated the name Maccullochella peeli to Murray cod. Rowland (1993) identified the existence
of coastal species and subspecies of cod, and as a result Murray cod were classified as one of two subspecies
of peelii (the other being the Mary River cod) and named Maccullochella peelii peelii. Recently Mary River cod
have been recognised as a separate species and Murray cod are now known as Maccullochella peelii (Nock et
al., 2010).
To the early European settlers it was known as the ‘cod fish’ or Macquarie cod and, as European settlement
expanded, became the Lachlan cod. It ultimately morphed into the now popular Murray cod. A number of
historical sources suggested Murray cod were named after Sir Terrance Murray who translocated cod from the
Molonglo River to the Lake George area in 1848, however, at least one newspaper article (South Australian
Register, 27 January 1847) used the term ‘Murray cod’ prior to 1848 and the name is apparently derived from
the species’ association with the Murray River.

23.2.4

Distribution and Habitat
Lintermans (2007) recorded Murray cod as being historically widespread throughout the lower and midaltitude reaches of the Murray-Darling Basin. During this project 333 locations were identified as the source of
probable or certain historical accounts of captures of Murray cod with an additional 228 locations identified as
the source of captures of cod of undetermined identity. The collected evidence on the species abundance was
used to develop rarity scores using the probable or certain historical accounts. The following table provides
averages for the rarity scores created in each habitat zone in each catchment for Murray cod using historical
evidence in this investigation:
Table 23.3

Murray cod Average Rarity Scores
Zones

Area

Lowland

Slopes

Upland

Montane

NSW & ACT

5.0

4.9

3.4

2.0

VIC

5.0

3.6

1.0

0.1

SA

5.0

Basin

5.0

4.0

1.9

0.9
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The average rarity scores suggest that in NSW Murray cod were abundant in the lowland (5.0) and slopes
zones (4.9) in all catchments, very common in the upland zone (3.4) and had a modest presence in the
montane zone (2.0). There is some doubt about the score for Murray cod in the montane zone as there are
few specific records for the species in this type of habitat. Historical accounts of the capture of very large cod
and some oral history suggest they were present and taken with some regularity. These records originated
from the lower reaches of the montane zone and the score should not be used to infer that they were
widespread throughout this zone. In the upland zones of the Macquarie, Lachlan and Murrumbidgee
Catchments there is good evidence that Murray cod were common to reasonably abundant, but in the upper
Murray Catchment they appear to have been present but rare in this zone. Overall, in NSW in the southern
part of its range, Murray cod were primarily a species of the lowland and slopes zones but progressively north,
the species became increasingly common in the upland zone.
In Victoria the average rarity scores suggest that Murray cod were abundant in the lowland zone in all
catchments (5.0), very common in the slopes zone (3.6) and regularly taken but comparatively rare in the
upland zone (1.0) with an occasional presence in the montane zone (0.1). There are some good oral accounts
indicating that Murray cod were present in the upland zone of some catchments including the Mitta Mitta and
Goulburn but in others, such as the Broken, there are no specific records and their presence is largely inferred.
The existence of Murray cod in the montane zone has been inferred in one catchment, the Mitta Mitta, based
on accounts of possible captures well into the upland zone in this river. Overall, in Victoria Murray cod were
primarily a lowland species that was common in the slopes zone, and had a minor presence in the upland zone.
The average rarity score of 5.0 for South Australia indicates that the species was abundant throughout the
lower Murray River.
Murray cod have been reported as being common to abundant in lagoon and lake habitats from an early date
(Beveridge, 1889). Lagoons were the source of tens of thousands of Murray cod that were translocated in NSW
(NSW Fisheries Report, 1917; Anderson, 1918). Stead (1929b) considered Murray cod to be ‘at home’ in
lagoons, generally growing faster in them than in rivers. A number of historical accounts have reported
depressions in lagoons which were concluded to be spawning sites of Murray cod. They were also common to
abundant in lowland creeks and present in creeks in the slopes zone, though overshadowed in abundance in
these habitats by Trout cod at least in Victoria. In lagoons in the slopes zone in Victoria only Murray cod have
been reported and not Trout cod. In the uplands in NSW historical accounts suggest that Murray cod were
most common in the larger rivers, appearing to have had a significant presence in some smaller ones such as
the Yass River.
In conclusion, the collective results for the Basin suggests that Murray cod, on average, were abundant in the
lowland zone in all catchments (5.0), very common to moderately abundant in the slopes zone (4.0), had a
modest presence in the upland zone (1.9) and sometimes had a presence in the montane zone (0.9). In the
south of their range they were primarily a fish of the lowlands, and secondarily the slopes zone, but increased
in abundance in the slopes and upland zones progressively northwards. The altitude record for Murray cod
appears to be around 700 m in the Cudgegong River at Rylstone and probably higher in the Murrumbidgee
River near Cooma.

23.2.5

Translocations
Murray cod were acclimatized into many waters, the first being Lake George near Canberra in 1848, with fish
sourced from the Molonglo River, establishing a large population (Gale, 1927). In 1876 cod from the
Murrumbidgee River near Queanbeyan were released into the Mongarlowe River (Queanbeyan Age, 8 April
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1876) and additional cod were sourced from the Queanbeyan River and transported to the Mongarlowe
(Queanbeyan Age, 17 May 1876). Cod were translocated into the Nepean River as early as 1862 from the
Murray River (Hobart Mercury, 23 December 1862). There is the possibility that cod may have also been
endemic to the Nepean catchment, with a museum specimen apparently predating the translocation (Sydney
Morning Herald, 18 August 1863). The population that developed in Lake George was used as a source to stock
the Wollondilly and Cox’s Rivers and Mulwarree Ponds near Goulburn in the Nepean Catchment (Braidwood
Independent, 14 September 1867; NSW Government, 1880; Rowland, 1989). Many other fish were shifted
around NSW, but the only other significant movements of cod from outside of the Murray-Darling Basin were
to the Hunter River near Aberdeen, from the Namoi River (Maitland Mercury & Hunter River General
Advertiser, 3 October 1885), the Cataract Reservoir and the Nepean River near Penrith, and Wallacia near
Sydney, in 1916 from the Murrumbidgee River near Berembed Weir (NSW Fisheries Reports, 1914, 1923).
Cod were introduced into the Yarra catchment by Edward Wilson in 1857, with fish transported from the
upper King Parrot Creek (Wilson, 1957). These initial releases were supplemented a few years later in 1864
with fish sourced from the Murray River near Echuca (Acclimatisation Society of Victoria, 1864); and the
following decade from the Goulburn River (Trueman, 2007). Although almost disappearing by the 1970s, a
significant population now exists in the Yarra River downstream of Coldstream (Author’s pers. obs.). Another
early introduction was to Lake Burrumbeet near Ballarat in 1858 from the upper Loddon catchment (Ballarat
Star, 25 February 1858). A population was established that existed until exterminated by a drought (Clements,
1988). Murray cod were translocated to the Wimmera catchment in 1861 (Argus, 6 June 1866; 15 September
1911) and established populations in some waters such as Taylors Lake by 1949 (Cadwallader, 1977). Later
translocations established breeding populations in Lake Charlegrark and Booroopki Swamp (National Murray
Cod Recovery Team, 2010).
Other translocations took place to Lake Colac (Argus, 8 June 1858), the Barwon River at Fyansford in 1873
(Argus, 28 April 1873), the Avoca catchment and other locations in western Victoria (Cadwallader & Gooley,
1984), and to Tasmania (Riverine Herald, 30 March 1864) and West Australia (Morrisy, 1970). Juvenile native
fish were sent to England with one shipment being lost (Argus, 7 June 1861). From another shipment cod were
introduced into private ponds at an undisclosed location (Argus, 10 September 1862). Cod were dispatched
from Melbourne to England in subsequent years, though their ultimate fate remains unknown (Riverine
Herald, 17 February 1864). Since hatchery production of Murray cod commenced in the 1970s they have been
stocked in additional waters outside of their natural range, in most instances appearing to have failed to
establish breeding populations (National Murray Cod Recovery Team, 2010).

23.2.6

Size
The size to which Murray cod grow is legendary, with some debate as to what is the largest reliably recorded
specimen. Bennett (1864) reported the stranding of a cod in excess of 120 lb. (54.6 kg) in the Cudgegong River
near Mudgee in January 1836, the head of which was subsequently donated to the Australian Museum. There
are many accounts, supported by photographic evidence, of cod reaching and exceeding this size and also a
few accounts of cod reaching over twice that weight. Henry Davies’ story of a 340 lb. (154.6 kg) specimen
found dead in Kangaroo Lake near Kerang just after the Second World War, while plausible, is not
corroborated by other evidence. The Argus (20 May 1857), citing the Bendigo Advertiser, reported the capture
of a cod weighing 250 lb. (113.6 kg) from the Murray River but provided no details. The Sydney Morning Herald
(13 September 1913) reported that a cod weighing 200 lb. (90.9 kg) had been caught from the Murrumbidgee
River near Hay, but also failed to supply any additional information.
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A newspaper correspondent reported that the largest cod taken commercially in South Australia weighed 225
lb. (102.3 kg) and was caught from the Murray River near Lake Bonney in 1914 (Adelaide Advertiser, 12
December 1935). The South Australian Museum is reported to have possessed the head of that fish, or of a
larger example, being well over 200 lb. (90.9 kg) and perhaps as large as 300 lb. (136.4 kg) (Adelaide Advertiser,
13 December 1935). Lake (1959) reported that a specimen weighing 180 lb. (81.8 kg) cleaned had been taken,
but provided no details. This may have been the fish referred to by Gilbert Whitley which measured six feet in
length and weighed 182 lb. (82.7 kg) (Whitley, 1955). The largest Murray cod for which there is physical
evidence weighed 150 lb. (68.2 kg), a plaster cast of which is held by Museum Victoria (Berra & Weatherly,
1972)
Berra and Weatherly (1972) and Rowland (1989, 2005) suggested the maximum size of Murray cod as being
250 lb. (113.6 kg) based on a newspaper article published in the Sydney Morning Herald on October 6, 1955:
Murray cod
Sir, - as an old enthusiastic fisherman, may I reply to the enquiry by Mr. W. A. Grose (“Herald,” September 26)
about the size of Murray cod? / during the big 1902 drought, the bridge work-men camped at the four-mile
crossing of the Barwon River, Walgett. Disturbed by a great commotion in the water at night, they discovered
the cause to be an outsize cod chasing other fish. They obtained a large hook made by a local blacksmith,
baited it with a lump of kangaroo, the fastened it to fencing wire tied to a stake driven into the ooze. The
monster was then lured to his doom. Conveyed to town, it was weighed and proved to be just on 250lb. It was
exhibited in a marquee; the local bellman notified residents that 1/ would admit each one to view the giant,
and the sum of £20 was raised for the local hospital. Coogee, W. G. Noble.

While a detailed account and plausible, there is no supporting evidence to validate the capture of the 250 lb.
Murray cod from the Barwon River. The author of the news item reported other 250 lb. cod from the same
area including a ‘pet’ that was used to tow boats perhaps, reducing the credibility of the evidence (Sydney
Morning Herald, 9 July 1949). There is little doubt that Murray cod reached in excess of 200 lb. (90.9 kg) with
the South Australian account and head providing the best proof, being possibly the best validated record at
225 lb. (102.3 kg).

23.2.7

Community Value
Rowland (1989, 2005) documented the extensive use that both Aboriginal people and Europeans made of
Murray cod. The species was a key component of ‘dreaming’ stories with a giant cod being responsible for the
creation of the Murray River. In much of the Basin, Murray cod was a staple in the diet of aboriginal people
whose culture weaved many stories around the species. Numerous early accounts described their capture in
nets, traps and by spear. One practice was night fishing using a fire in the front of canoes to attract the fish
which were speared (French, 1847; McBride, 1898). Nets were also used to haul cod out of lagoons and
backwaters of rivers (Graham, 1863; Beveridge, 1889).
In most waters in the inland fishery, Murray cod were the primary target of commercial fisherman who
operated from the 1840s. By mass they were the most important component until the 1950s. In 1862 one
operation alone, south of Deniliquin, harvested two to three tonnes of fish per week, being principally cod. In
1883, 147 tonnes of cod were sent to Melbourne from Moama alone. Some paddle steamers were dedicated
to commercial fishing, with individual operators using 200 drum nets (Rowland, 1989, 2005). In NSW ‘fixed
engine’ fishing was practiced. This is the official term for the use of ‘springers’ which employed a baited hook
on a length of chord attached to a sapling. One account recorded springers placed every ten metres along one
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river (Argus, 21 March 1914). While the catch of cod underwent a significant general decline in NSW after the
1920s, there were brief subsequent peaks as in 1955-6 when over 130 tonnes was taken. The inland
commercial fishery in NSW was closed in 2001 (Rowland, 1989, 2005).
The oral history indicates that, even though some other native fish species were considered to be superior
angling fish, Murray cod were the most sought after species by recreational fishermen in the Murray-Darling
Basin. This was due to the challenge they offered by their size, their willingness to take the ‘aeroplane’ spinner
and later other lures, and their good table qualities. There is evidence that in some rivers, in north eastern
Victoria and southern NSW, Trout cod were more sought after than Murray cod, but even in these cases a
large Murray cod was still considered to be a prized catch. On a weight for weight basis they typically were not
considered to be a good fighting fish, particularly if taken on bait or ‘springers’, though anglers often recalled
individual fish that were exceptions. On artificial lures they were considered to provide better sport and big
fish that regularly broke anglers’ lines such as ‘Boughyards Annie’ and ‘Goulburn Jack’ became legendary. The
species was generally popular as a table fish, with its large size allowing it to be prepared as steaks rather than
fillets. In the oral history smaller specimens were universally popular for consumption, with some people
finding the fat in larger fish unappealing.
The association of Murray cod with the inland has always been strong. Wedlick (1974) wrote ‘There is an
attraction about cod fishing that is typically Australian, and this is felt perhaps even more as one sits on the
bank of these big swirling cod streams under the towering redgums’. The Murray cod is an icon of the MurrayDarling Basin and Rowland, in a paper presented at a workshop on managing cod, concluded ‘It is undoubtedly
the fish in the hearts and minds of all Aboriginal and white inland Australians, and is an integral part of our
culture’ (Rowland, 2005).

23.2.8

Decline & Current Status
Concern was expressed for the future of Murray cod as early as the 1880s in NSW (NSW Government, 1880).
Similar concern in South Australia resulted in a detailed review of the fishery in 1900 (NSW Government,
1903). There is evidence that while the species remained widespread and common in lowland areas, a decline
had occurred by 1900. The historical evidence indicates that early declines in the abundance of Murray cod
had transpired in some non-lowland waters in the nineteenth century such as the Murrumbidgee River by the
1850s (Sydney Morning Herald, 31 January 1877) and the Yass River by the 1890s (Yass Courier, 11 February
1898). Murray cod had undergone a serious decline in abundance in the slopes zone in most catchments in
Victoria by 1930, as well as in the slopes zone of the Murray and Murrumbidgee Catchments, and the upland
zone generally in NSW by that time.
By the 1940s the oral history recorded a decline in catches of Murray cod generally throughout the lowland
zone in the area studied. The species had further declined in the lowlands by the 1960s, particularly in Victoria.
Today Murray cod remain widespread and reasonably common in many lowland waters, but are scarcer in the
rivers further upstream in the southern half of the Basin. Anglers have, in areas such as the Central Murray
River, reported a significant improvement in cod numbers since the 1970s and extensive stocking of hatchery
produced fish has created some important fisheries in upland impoundments.
Nationally Murray cod are listed as vulnerable under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999. In Victoria they are listed as threatened under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. In the ACT,
NSW and Victoria, Murray cod can still be taken by anglers but are subject to size and bag limits, and closed
seasons. In South Australia a no-take of Murray cod was introduced by regulations under the Fisheries Act
2007 to protect the population during the recent drought. A national recovery plan for Murray cod has been
prepared (National Murray Cod Recovery Team, 2010).
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Figure 23.2
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A Reconstruction of the Historical Distribution & Abundance of Murray Cod in the
Southern Murray-Darling Basin
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Table 23.9

ASFB Conservation Status of Murray-Darling Basin Fishes

The following table presents the most recent (2011) assessment of the conservation status of Murray-Darling
Basin Fishes by the Threatened Fishes Committee of the Australian Society for Fish Biology courtesy of the
Convenor, Mark Lintermans (Mark.Lintermans@canberra.edu.au). It utilises IUCN conservation categories and
criteria.
Category

Scientific Name

Common Name

Craterocephalus fluviatilis

Murray hardyhead

Galaxias fuscus

Barred galaxias

Maccullochella macquariensis

Trout cod

Macquaria australasica

Macquarie perch

Craterocephalus amniculus

Darling River hardyhead

Edelia obscura

Yarra pygmy perch

Galaxias rostratus

Flat-headed galaxias

Maccullochella peelii

Murray cod

Mogurnda adspersa

Southern purple-spotted gudgeon

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED

ENDANGERED

VULNERABLE

LOWER RISK – LEAST CONCERN
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